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CATHOLIC SUPPLY CHARGES AND MUCH MORE: Below are the court documents
concerning the murder and forced sodomy at the Catholic Supply Store on Monday
November 19, 2018 at about 3:20pm. The Catholic Supply Store is located 14069
Manchester Road next to Ashley Furniture and near the Hot Shots Bar. The person
charged with 17 felonies involved in the incident is Thomas Bruce of rural Imperial,
Missouri. The murder victim is Jamie Schmidt, 53, and a mother of three from High
Ridge, MO who was shot in the head after refusing to perform a sex act.

Thomas Bruce
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THE REST OF THE STORY? This is from a cop-only website. You can tell the poster
is an older guy since he is referring to the female bartender as a “barmaid.” The facts
could be the reason there was an arrest in 39-hours. St. Louis County Police later
confirmed part of this but refused to name Hot Shots.
One source said this guy was in the sports bar next door or close to the book
store and was hitting on one of the bar maids. She allegedly put him off
noting him as a little weird. He gives her his card and told her to call him
sometime. She throws it in trash can. He leaves and does his act in book
store. Comes back like nothing happened and leaves.
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When the detectives do a canvas and talk to the bar maid, she remembers
this guy who she said seemed really weird to her and digs out the card he
gave her and it went from there. When they interviewed her she said, yeah
he fit the description put out and sounded like him.

ANOTHER YEAR AND ANOTHER DEFICIT BUDGET FOR TOWN & COUNTRY
MAYOR JON DALTON TO HIDE: At the start of 2018 the overall total Town and
Country budget had a deficit of $6,242,773. Most of the red ink was caused by the
Town Square project. We have reported that Mayor Dalton hides outrageous budget
deficits by removing any high dollar items that he can from the General Budget account
and then claim to the voters how he always has a balanced General Fund. He is
basically lying.

The proposed 2019 overall budget has a deficit of $448,899 to start the year. Dalton’s
General Budget shows an excess of $14,212. However that is after he moved $82,822
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for Deer Control out of the General Fund this year and $258,000 the year before, plus
moving $25,000 out of the General Fund for subdivision Beautification Grants.
DEER CONTROL WAS BROUGHT UP AT THE REGULAR MEETING: Ald. Matt
Reuter, who is chair of the Public Works Commission said his members are having a
problem with the Deer Management placed in the Roads Fund.
“Why was it in the Roads Fund, they asked. It was a rational question,” said Reuter.
Here is the city’s policy on using Road Fund moneys which say nothing about DEER:

No alderperson took the time to read the policy out loud.
Finance director Pam Reitz said, “Deer are a road safety issue.”
City Attorney Steve Garrett then made some interesting remarks.
“Does it push the envelope of little? Yes it does. Does it push the envelope to a greater
extent? I don’t think it does,” said Garrett. So Garrett basically said it was okay to lie a
little, just not a lot like a senior partner in the firm Curtis, Heinz, Garrett and O’Keefe.
Kevin O’Keefe did when he claimed a court document requested by a resident who was
later elected to the Board of Aldermen did not exist, when in fact it did. He cost the city
over $300,000 in legal fees and settlements for the Sunshine violation lawsuit filed.
Garrett said he hasn’t looked into this question since 2015 and thinks deer management
and beatification grants can come under “The Road Fund.”
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Deer are safety issues on the road he said and the beautification grants (for subdivision
improvements) can be seen from the road.
Using this logic the following should fall under “the road fund” and not the general fund.
1) Police doing traffic enforcement and arresting drunk drivers who are more
dangerous than deer.
2) The warning lights on police cars since they are used during traffic stops and crash
investigations and make the road safe.
3) Building inspectors and inspection of homes and businesses under construction
under Garrett and Mayor Dalton’s theory would be moved out of the General Fund and
put in the Road Fund since the buildings they inspect can be seen from the road.
4) The Municipal Judge and Prosecutor and their staff could have 90% of their budget
moved from the General Fund to the Road Fund since they deal with a lot of traffic law
violations that make the roads unsafe.
As a reporter, I briefly return to my position as a resident. Since it was a public hearing
on the budget I went up and spoke on the ridicules statements by the finance director
and city attorney.
I kept it short and said using the logic of Garrett over half of the police budget should fall
under the Road Fund since the police write speeding tickets and arrest drunk drivers in
an attempt to make the roads safer.
I then suggested that the Alderpersons either change the written policy on how road
funds are used or stopped putting deer management and beautification grants in the
Road Fund.
THE MEYLAND-SMITH ATTACK: As soon as I sat down Fred Meyland-Smith the guy
who as an elected official in Town and Country claimed to be an Illinois resident when
he bought his last new car and refused to pay city and state sale taxes and annual
County personal property taxes, attacked me.
“In my opinion public comment should be reasonable. I believe the last comments
failed to meet that level,” said Fred “Tax Cheater” Meyland-Smith.
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It is always nice to see “holy-than-thou” Ivy Leaguers like Meyland-Smith get caught
cheating on their taxes. He avoids paying those car taxes but expects everyone else to.
THE CITY ATTORNEY LIED! When I was speaking and specifically addressing the
statements of Steve Garrett, it briefly turned into a debate. He said he knew of cities
that put some police traffic enforcement under their “road fund.”
After the meeting I asked Garrett to name a city that did it. “None that my firm
represents,” was his first answer. I then asked again for him to name any city that did
that. I can’t, was his reply. Apparently it is okay for a top city official to out right lie with
the elected officials.

Here is Steve Garrett and Pam Reitz (Garrent is the one with the long ponytail), the
court reporter, City Clerk Ashley McNamara and Fred “Tax Cheater” Meyland Smith.
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BRINKMAN CONSTRUCTION WANTS MORE MONEY FOR TOWN SQUARE: On
October 23, 2018 Town and Country’s Services Director, City Engineer and Director of
Public Works Craig Wilde received a letter from Brinkman Development that they would
need another $25,391 for the Town Square Project. It is Change Order #12. Wilde
advised the Board of Aldermen about the request in a pre-dated memo dated November
26, 2018 which they would have received on Wednesday 11/21/18.
The change order is apparently for “unforeseen ground water” affecting the just built
tunnel under Clayton Road and the road itself.
This is from Wilde’s memo:

Recent work at the tunnel under Clayton Road .
Here are my figures on the Town Square Cost to date:
TOWN SQUARE COSTS 11/26/18
$2,250,000
$34,845
$2,284,845
+ 330,000
$2,614.845
+$5,759,208

purchase price in January of 2015
misc expenses including consulting fees
total spent at the end of 2016
spoil sampling, engineering work, consultant fees 2017
2018 construction costs for grounds and stormwter retention pond

$8,374,053
+

340,000 unbudgeted for east side trai, constrasting paving stones and 2nd restroom
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$8,714,053
+

156,386 approved 11/27/17 for payment to American Water to move water main

$8,870,439
-$810,000 purchase price by Brinkman Development for 2.4 acres zoned commercial

$8,060,439
+

40,000 approved on 12/11/17 for $196,294 for second restrooms in Town
Square. $156.294 already budgeted. Additional $40,000 for new
Sanitary Sewer lines placement.

$8,100,439
+

25,000 Engineering design for Maintenance Building 01/08/18

$8.125,439
+

106 Coffee for the Dec 16 Town Square “Ground Breaking” added on 1/8

$8,125,545
+

27,000

Architectural Service for Town Square Pavilion add on 01/22/18

$8,152,545
+

33,200

2/6/18 Design revisions for Town Square 1st reading 2/12/18

$8,185,745
+ 103,109 first read 2/26/18 sewer design revisions, asbestos removal from house
$8, 288,854 prior to demo and slope stability and seepage prevention.
+

36,904 Soil testing, removal and replacement in area of retention pond 3/12/18

$8,325,758
+

50,290 Additional security cameras 3/26/18 first read

$8,376,048
+

12,119 Electrical rerouting on north side of Clayton Road 3/26/18 first read

$8,388,167
$8,388,167
+ 469,617
$8,857,784
- $38,512
$8,819,272
+ 167,186
$8,986,458

Architectural changes and new construction costs 7/23/18

late fee aldermen refused to pay 8/13/18

changes in site plan, additional electrical work, pump station 8/13/18
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+ 43,745 upgrade of materials for deck, change to concrete patio 8/13/18
$9,030,203
750 Fire pit construction voted down by Alderpersons on 09/10/18
$9,029,453
+ 92,439 Additional Landscaping
$9,121,892
92,439 Board of Aldermen refuse to pay.
$9,029,453
+ 24,516 Legal fees charged by city attorney 01/01/17 to 08/31/18
$9,053,969
- 807,831 Check from Brinkman Development for purchase of Town Sq land
$8,246,138
+
71,000 Change order #11 to Brinkman for debris removal, tree removal, grading 10/22/18
$8,317,138
+
308 Lawyer’s fee for September on Town Square
$8,317,446
+ 25,391 Retention wall upgrade due to ground water at Clayton Rd tunnel
$8,342,837
At the November 26th Board of Aldermen Meeting it was learned that the work had
already been done. Director of Public Works Craig Wilde was not at the meeting. City
Administrator Bob Shelton answered some questions saying that the condition was
discovered by the contractor, but confirmed by the city’s engineering services firm.
FRED “TAX CHEATER” MEYLAND-SMITH GOES AFTER ALD. TIFFANY “I PAY MY
TAXES” FRAUTSCHI OVER GATES FOR HORSE OWNERS: There is a bill pending
that was sponsored by Fred “Tax Cheat” Meyland-Smith and Tiffany “I have a hrose”
Frautschi. The bill would allow gated driveways only on specific large roads and not on
subdivision streets. Here is the original list:
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Frautschi who lives off of Mason Road and owns horses on 4.5 acres with access to
Queeny Park riding paths wanted special language that would allow people with
property not off the 12 listed streets and have horse to install gates.
This seemed like a well reasoned thought. After all the city is named Town and
COUNTRY!
I’m not sure how someone like Fred Meyland-Smith becomes a pompous ass, if it is
inherited and comes with birth or maybe learned at an Ivy League college like Colgate,
but Fred is a classic pompous ass, talking down to people, complaining in violation of
the first amendment about church signs, thinking he can register his new car to land he
owns in Illinois and not pay city, state or county taxes, but that is Fred over the years.
So the battle of words was on.
“Anyone with a horse should be able to have a gate,” said Frautschi. “The city attorney
has not vetted this bill. Our city attorney recommends we continue this.
“The heart of the matter is about amending this. I did research and there are obnly 12
properties that have sufficient size to have horses,” said Meyland-Smith who was
WRONG!
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“A gate on a driveway is of no consequence,” said Fred Windbag inferring that horses
would walk around the gate and realizing it might be connected to a fence. “People
have gates for their horses behind their houses,” he added.
Frautschi pointed out the Meyland-Smith was full of shit, since her property was the
stable in front of their house and they have a fence and gate in front of their home.
“There are a number of properties that that are granfathered in on lots under five acres
with horses. My lot is one of them at 4 ½ acres,” said Frautschi.

versus
Much to Fred’s disgust the bill was continued.
SOME THINK ETHICS VIOLATOR TIM WELBY APPEARS TO BE READY TO RUN
AGAINST ALD. TIFFANY FRAUTSCHI. There are rumors he is running and rumors
he is not. Tim Welby who was fined $1000 (he only had to pay $100) by the Missouri
Ethics Commission for failing to file required campaign statements, apparently wants
another chance to violate campaign laws.
Welby was at the Monday November 26 Board of Aldermen meeting. He got a big hug
from Ald. Lynn Wright who he used to challenge for the least informed alderperson.
Here is the Ethics Commission ruling. (Welby failed to file required reports for three
years, but the Ethics Commission has a 2-year statute of limitations)
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The entire ruling is on my website:
http://johnhoffmann.net/welby_ethics.pdf

Welby, with an empty note pad at the last Board of Aldermen meeting.
Welby was the guy who lobbied the Police Commission to allow unlicensed golf carts on
subdivision streets. Welby and his buddy live in my subdivision Thornhill Estates that
has narrow streets, blind hills and blind curves. Welby and his buddy Randy Stevens
were laughing and sure they would get the proposal past the Police Commission. It was
voted down and they received a lecture on being stupid.

July 2016.
Let’s see, Welby who violated Missouri Law, did almost no research, missed 20% of the
meetings a year being out of town on business and may want to run against Tiffany
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Frautschi. Tiffany is very active in the elementary school PTA, does research on issues
and rarely misses a meeting.
Welby might think he has the Thornhill Subdivision vote, but he thought in 2008 when I
ran against him and I won by 3-votes. A number of people told me they had a Welby
sign in their yard to stop him from pestering them and then voted for me.
I think if he files to run against Frautschi in 2019 his losing margin will be more than 3votes.
PRINCIPIA ISN’T THE ONLY SCHOOL WHERE FOOTBALL PLAYERS RAPED
YOUNGER PLAYERS WITH BROOMS AND STICKS.
In Damascus Maryland, the high school football team, the Damascus Hornets have
been a statewide powerhouse for years. When I was a sportswriter in DC for some
Washington POST owned papers I used to cover some Damascus games. They
regularly fed players to Penn State. Last week four 15-year-old football players were
certified as adults and charged with first degree rape. They had allegedly used broom
handles to enter the rectums of members of the freshman team. Court officials in
Maryland which are normally rather liberal weren’t in this case. The suspects were
made to post $20,000 bonds.

Here is the lead to a Washington Post article on the charges:
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If this sounds familiar, it should. In the summer of 2014 five Principia varsity football
players who were supposed to be football camp counselors, dragged sleeping 8th
graders from their beds in a campus dorm shoved things up their butts.
Four of the five plead guilty to reduced charges. Maverick Holmsley went to trial and
was found guilty of Felony Sodomy but had the verdict overturned by the Supreme
Court over the judge not instructing jurors to disregard a question by the prosecutor.
The judge merely sustained the objection.

RATHER THAN A SECOND TRIAL LASTOF THE PRINCIPIA FIVE QUIETLY
PLEADS GUILTY AND IS SENTENCED TO TWO YEARS IN PRISON BUT GIVEN
CREDIT FOR TIME SERVED: Maverick Holmsley was the only player to go to trial in
the Principia Football anal rape of 8th graders during a football summer camp in 2014.
Holmsley allegedly did not actually penetrate any of the 8th graders. He held them down
while his teammates did.
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After being convicted in June of 2016, Holmsley’s lawyers got a favorable ruling from
the Missouri Supreme Court in September of 2018 ordering a new trial citing a judge’s
error in instructing the jury about an objection.
Rather than go to trial again Holmsley pled guilty to four amended counts from sodomy
to assault on November 20. Judge Kristine Kerr, who the Supreme Court earlier found
in error, sentenced him to two years in prison. However he was immediately released
given credit for time served awaiting trial.
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Holmsley no longer a SEX OFFENDER: By pleading guilty to amended Felony
Assault Charges instead of Felony Sodomy, which the jury found him guilty of, Holmsley
will no longer be considered a “Sex Offender” and will not have to registered with the
state annually.
MASON ROAD SIDEWALK FIASCO UPDATE: Some people think that the Mason
Road sidewalk/trail construction has started again. That could not be further from the
truth. The contractor T. Hill Construction being paid by a combination of city money and
a Municipal Parks Grant and the project’s engineer did not obtain a permit from the St.
Louis County Highway Department to do the construction. Mason Road is a County
road. After a lot of existing sidewalk had been torn up, large trees cut down and
trenches dug for the new extra wide trail/sidewalk the County stopped all construction
as permits were not obtained. That was on October 8.
Since then the City and T. Hill have been ordered by the County to return the area to its
prior use (as much as possible). T. Hill began laying narrow asphalt where the old
concrete sidewalks had been. They also filled in the ditches they had dug. However
with winter setting in and freezing temperatures settling in, not much will be done until
Spring.
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At the last Board of Aldermen meeting it was mentioned that City Administrator Bob
Shelton had sent a email out to all the elected officials with an update (with a positive
spin) on the project. You would think this would be shared with the community and
posted on the city’s website. It wasn’t and I filed a Sunshine Request to get a copy of it.
In the email Bob Shelton is unsure who will pay for all the additional costs. However
one thing for sure is that a project that was supposed to be done in late October now
won’t get started with all required permits until Spring of 2019.
From: Shelton, Bob
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2018 2:40 PM
To: City Council
Cc: Wilde, Craig; Nixon, Anne
Subject: Updates

Dear Board members:
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There were questions at last week’s Board meeting about the status of two trail projects.
Please see below and let me know if you have any additional questions.
Mason Road Trail:
Work began on the trail prior to approval being obtained by the City’s engineering firm on the
project (Wood Group, LLC) from St. Louis County. Wood Group in conjunction with City staff
has been working diligently with the County to obtain plan approval. Due to weather concerns,
a permit was obtained from the County to restore the area until after the winter when all
grading, drainage and paving can be complete. Construction material including pallets of
retaining wall stone, precast concrete sewer structures, and rock have been removed from the
site. The contractor has graded previously excavated areas and prepared a rock pavement base
and temporary paving is taking place today. Following the holiday weekend we will be back to
perform some additional grading in these areas. As we receive further information on the
remaining elements we will pass it on to you. Any additional cost due to change in scope are
not known at this time. We have been in communication with the Metro Park Grant
Commission and will submit for a grant extension.
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SALARIES REMAIN THE SAME UNDER NEW POLICE CONTRACT: The new
contract with the Chesterfield Police officers negotiated by the FOP Lodge 15 does not
include any new pay raises. Here is the pay schedule for officers and sergeants:
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ELLUDING SECURITY AFTER SHOPLIFTING AT MACY’S ISN’T ENOUGH. Almost
getting caught breaking the law didn’t seem to bother Roderick Hall. He avoided
capture at Macy’s in Chesterfield Mall by security officers. However he wasn’t that lucky
trying to steal eldctronics at the Wal Mart Store in Chesterfield Valley a couple hours
later.
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Roderick Bell

Roderick, who has shown Illinois addresses has no prior Missouri Criminal convictions,
but has been arrested five times for riding on the Metro without buying a fare card.
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FIRST REPORT AND PUBLIC FORUM ON $60,000 SURVEY OF STUDY OF
CHESTERFIELD PARKS AND PARK USERS: Here are the highlights from the public
forum on Tuesday 11/27/18 on the public opinion research conerning Chesterfield
Parks, Rec and Arts.
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This was the first of two public forums. To see more results go to:
https://www.chesterfield.mo.us/webcontent/parks/CPRAD%20Findings%20Presentation
%20181125_Optimized.pdf
The Survey Study is costing Chesterfield $60,000. There was not exactly an overflow
crowd (plus some of the crowd were city hall staffers). Parks has its own sale tax
funding, the large expansion maybe have to wait as several long term loans we have
reported on recently are coming due and the almost empty Chesterfield Mall is not
producing the tax revenue it once did.
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DEER: Add another one to the list. I hit this deer at 5:08 Tuesday evening. I never
saw it coming on Mason just south of the Queeny Mansion. There were three SB cars
that blind sided me from seeing the side of the road. Some how the deer coming from
Queeny missed being hit by the SB cars and went directly in front of me.
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TOYOTA CAMRY TOTAL AND WOMAN TO HOSPITAL AFTER HITTING A DEER:
Keep in mind these crashes are only one’s worked by the Highway Patrol and not city of
county officers and they only invovled injuries or fatalities. This incident happened on
Sunday November 25 just after midnight on I-55 in the southeast corner of the State.
The driver, a 46-year-old woman was taken to a hospital by ambulance for treatment of
her injuries.

48-YEAR-OLD MAN TO HOSPITAL AFTER TRYING TO AVOID DEER: A 48-year-old
driver was transported to the hospital and his uninsured car was towed to the junk yard
after he served to avoid a deer only to hit a fixed object on Tuesday morning.
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16-YEAR-OLD TAKEN TO CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL IN A DEER RELATED CRASH:
The 16-year-old driveer of a 2013 Subaru Outback swerved to avoid a deer at 8:51PM
in Jefferson County and drove through a guardrail before imnpacting an embankment.
The crash totaled the car.

LAST WEEK IT WAS A HORSE. THIS WEEK IT IS COWS: A cow took over for deer
on Sunday 11/25/18 at 5:17 AM when a married couple from Colorado driving in a 2005
GMC Yukon hit a cow in the road on Highway V outside of Humansville, MO. The wife,
who was in the passenger seat was transported to a hospital by ambulance. In a
second incident on 11/28/18 a cow out for an early morning walk on Hwy P in
Montgermy County was struck sending the 36-year-old female driver to the hosptial.
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THE SECURITY AGENT VISITS A CHESTERFIELD HOME: Last week after receiving
an invitation the Newsletter Office secuirty agent visited Colleen in the Green Trails area
of Chesterfield.
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OUR FAVORITE OBIT PHOTOS Photos from the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, Jefferson
City New Tribune, Columbia Tribune, Kansas City Star and Washington Post.
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THIS YEAR’S CHRISTMAS CARDS: My wife does handmade Christmas Cards. For
some time she did color drawings with some bordering on impressionism. This year
however she has fewer cards because they took longer to do. They are all different.
She started in October and used watercolors, printed photos, cutouts from wrapping
papers and of her drawings and cancelled stamps. Here are 16 examples of the 60
cards she made:
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This one was one of my favorites:
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THE HALLMARK CHANNEL VS THE CHRISTMAS CHRONICLES:

I spent last weekend watching way too many Hallmark Christmas movies with stupid
plots of a 20-something woman going to or returning to a small town with a thriving retail
district and falling in love with an unattached hunk. Of course the snow was fake. The
movies were filmed in the summer and you never saw anyone’s breath. There was one
thing you saw all too often; the starring female leads walking around fake snowy streets
and into business wearing high heels and a tight dress. Besides this I usually wondered
where the hell the town snow removal was.
On the same weekend I watched the Christmas Chronicles on Netflix. It involved Santa
played by a 67-year-old Kurt Russell having problems making his Christmas Eve
deliveries due to two kids. This was much more entertaining and believable than any of
the Hallmark Movies. Plus Russell paid tribute to Tim Allen appearing in The Santa
Clause movies by imitating Allen several times. (Allen was just 41-year-old when the
first Santa Clause movie was made. Russell began appearing in TV shows and movies
in 1962 when he was 11-years-old and never served time for drug dealing like Allen
did.)
I have to confess having lived in Kansas for 10 years, as a police officer and private
investigator I stopped buying Hallmark Cards in 1981. That it when it was revealed that
Hallmark, which owned and built the Hyatt Regency Hotel next to their headquarters,
created a bogus construction company that put in phony low bids for the construction.
They used cheap construction and improper engineering when they built the three story
lobby with skywalks and had Friday evening big band dances, frequented by older
residents. On July 17, 1981 with about 1,600 people at the “Tea Dance” the skywalks
collapsed killing 114 people and injuring 219.
Once the facts came out it was clear that Hallmark murdered 114 people. They handed
out $140,000,000 in settlements (1983 money). They offered $10,000 to anyone
uninjured who was present at the time of the collapsed. Over 5,000 people claimed
they were one of the 1,600 there that night.
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As an off-duty police officer I was hired to investigate some claims and was able to
prove that the people were not there. But frankly I never felt that great about saving
Hallmark money. Ever since then I have refused to buy Hallmark Cards and I’m about
to refuse to watch any more Hallmark Christmas movies, not because of the Hyatt
Regency deaths, but because they are so bad and have the same plots.
CARTOONS: There was one pun below if you are not a fan of 1950s movies you will
not get, so we provided a visual aid.
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